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Substltution

Rule 2
-<^\xQ9= b t

.'. x=b+o
The -o on the left-hand side of the equals
becomes +o when it goes over to the righ:-
hand side of the equals sign.

1 Solveo-3=5.
+

1 oC}= s

.'. o=5+3
:. o=8

Rule 3
(dx= b

/b/.'. X = -
/o

This means 'o x x' .

The o on the left-hand side goes over the
equals sign and divides the right-hand side

It does not change sign.

Solve 3x = 12.

An equation is an algebraic expression
(sentence) with an equals sign. That is, a
sentencelikex+3=7.

Solving an equation means finding the value
of the pronumeral that makes the sentence true.

Thatis,ifx+3=7
Thenx=4

This is the solution of the equation.

Solution of Equations

One-Step Equations

When solving equations we use the following
rules.

Rule I_<--\ /---\
xQ9= b '+' ='-'
:.x=b-o

The + a on the left-hand side of the equals
sign becomes - o when it goes over to the
right-hand side of the equal sign.

l-ft,"-3goesc..a
I the equals sigr r
fbecomes + 3.

\\--,

1

1

1

1

(lx = 12-<-_-,
12

3

.'. x=4

l-t": goes ov"' I
I the equal sign rc I

l_aiviaes the 12. JSolvex+4=12.
-<-\xQ 4E 12

:. x=12-4
.'.x=8

l-rrr" * 4 goes or"r 
-l

I the equals sign and I

l_becomes - 4. l
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U.4
l=b-1

"-^\-"'t=bo

---eans'x+o'.
--. 

-- on the left-hand side goes over the
"- . sign and multiplies the right-hand side.

'+=X'\_t

+

,O= -g
.'.x=-8+3
.'. x=-5

(Dx = 12-<- -,..._12.. ^ - 4

:.x=3
+

_<---\../ 1\ 3"\l- 4

r=1*l
r =tI

f- 1 go"r over thel
I equal sign and 

I

l_oecomes 
+ j. 

_l

l-- : go"r over thel
I equal sign and 

I

I becomes + 3. _l

l-+ go.r over the I
I equal sign and 

I

I divides 12. lt does I

I not become - 4. )

='.mples lnvolving Rationals and
rtegers
-: same rules apply.

.e the following equations:

1 x+7 =3
2 x-3=-8
3 4x=12

41

---a--------5 r(T\-+- f*zlsoesover I
Y = 41 - 2+ | 

the Eoual sisn and 
I

i - 2i 
fuecomes -z]. _]r=2+

Summary

r When a term goes over the equal sign of
an equation, its sign is changed to the
opposite sign.

r Each side of an equation may be

multiplied or divided by the same number.

Two-Step Equations

This type of equation involves the steps of
multiplying or dividing and adding or
subtracting.

Solve the following equations:

'l 4x-2=18
2 3x+2=23

u 
-)3 ^ '=12
3

I Solve L=12.
4

t L^= tz
aL _,

.'. x=12x4
:. x=48

fft," + goes over I
I the equal sign and 

I

fmultiplies the 12. 
__l

4 r-+=1
5 x+2r=

1 xG)= 3

:. x=3-7
... x=-4
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f+ z goes over thel
I equal sign and 

I

fbecomes - 7. -l



+
-<.-\4x(- 2= 13

.'. 4x = 18 + 2
:.4x=20

. __20,,   - 4

.'.X=5

-<^\3xQ)= 23

:.3x=23-2
.'.3x = 21

l-ruting - 2 over to I
I the other side of the I

l_equal sign gives + 2. 
__l

foiriaing OV +.)

l-ruting + 2 over the I
l_equal sign gives - 2._l

foiriaing uy:.]

.e 7x -5x= 1'l + 3 fColtecting tiketer--

.'. 2x = 14

;. , = 1* foiriaing av z.l
,'. X=7

+3
-<--Ir4b( 3)=Bb) + 6<_>-
_3b

:. 4b - 3b = 6 + 3 fCollecting liketer-:-

:. b=9

-4

. --21..^-T
:.x=7

3 x-2 
=12

3

:. x - 2 = 12 x: fvuttiplying by 3. ]
+

-<-\.'. x QD = 3o I rating - 2 over the I
... x =36 + 2 l-equalsign gives+2'-l

.'. x= 38

Equations with Pronumerals on
Both Sides of the Equals Sign

When solving an equation with pronumerals
on both sides the pronumerals are moved to 4

the left-hand side of the equal sign, and the
numbers to the right-hand side.

Solve the following equations:

1 7x-3=5x+11
2 4b-3=3b+6
3 5x+4=x-t34
4 4y=21 -3y

r ,,661d),:y_)/

Equations in Geometry
Equations can be used to solve problems
in geometry.

Some lmportant Geometrical Factr

You need to know these facts so you can fo=
equations:

r Complementary angles add up to 90".
r Supplementary angles add up to 180".

_X

.'.5x-x=34-4
.'. 4x = 30

. .,_ 30.. ^- 4

... x=71

+3y
r---->\

qy = 21?g
:.4y+3y=21

:.7Y=21
. ,,- 21..v-7
:.Y=3

l-fating+4tothe
I RHs gives - 4, an=

I tating x (= + lx)::
lfre LnS gives - 1,

fCollecting tit<e te.--

foiriOing aV +.1

l-wf'"n solving

I equations, keep

I the equal signs
I underneath each

fother.
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a
a
a
a
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Angles on a straight line add up to 180'.
Vertically opposite angles are equal.
Angles at a point always add up to 360'.
The angle sum of a triangle is 180'.
The angle sum of a quadrilateral is 360'.
The base angles of an isosceles triangle
are equal.
Any angle in an equilateral triangle is
equal to 60".
The exterior angle of a triangle is equal to
the sum of the two opposite interior
angles.
For a pair of parallel lines cut by a
transversal:
. Alternate angles are equal
o Corresponding angles are equal
r Co-interior angles are supplementary.

? the following diagrams, use a geometrical
Et to form an equation. Solve the equation in
:h case to find x:

3x - 20 = 2x + 10 l-vertically oppositel

... 3x - 2x = 1O + 20 l-angles. -]

.'. x= 30

l-w" ao not use degrees in the

I equation as x is a number-
I units are not needed in either

fthe question or the answer.

3x+2x+x=180
.'. 6x = 180

. ._ 180
o

x= 30

2x+1OO=180

.'.2x=180-',|00
:.2x=80

. .,_ 80.. ^--r-
.'. x=40

5x=3x+60
.'.5x-3x=60

:.2x=60
. ._60

.'. x= 30

l-nngte sum of a I
ftriangle = 180. _l

l-collecting I
fterms = 6x.)

l-co-interior I
I angles are 

I

I supplementary 
I

I when the lines I

lare parallel. -]

l-Exterior angle of I
I a triangle is equal I

I to the sum of the I

I opposite interior 
I

l_ansles. _l

Word Problems Leading to

2

(2x + 1 0)' Equations

Problems are often most easily solved by
translating the facts given in words into an

equation involving numbers and letters.

Procedure for Solving Word
Problems

When solving word problems with one
unknown, use the following procedure:

Let the unknown quantity be represented
by a pronumeral (say, x).

Form an equation to represent the facts
given in the problem.
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Solve the equation to find the value of the
pronumeral.

Translate the solution calculated into words
to answer the question.

1 Five more than a number is equal to
17. Find the number.

The sum of two consecutive intege-
is 33. (An integer is ararhole numbe
Find the two integers.

Let the consecutive integers be x and r -
t'-
fstep a of proceo--

Note: Consecutive integers follow ea:-
other (e.9. 4, 5 ...).So if x is an inteer
the next consecutive integer is x + 'l

.'. x+x+ 1=33 fstepbof proceor.

2x+1 =33
2x=33-1
2x=32
,=T
x = 16 ftt"p . of proceoe

Therefore, the consecutive integers are 16 and ' -

fstep d of proceo-r

'l Let the number be x.

Thenx+5=17
:. x='17 -5
:. x=12

.'. The number is 12.

ftt"p u of procedure]

fstep b of procedure]

l-step c of procedure:l

l_solve equation _]

fstep d of procedure]

lf 7 is subtracted from 2 times a

certain number, the result is 23.
Find the number.

Let the number be x. fstep a of procedure]

.'. 2x - 7 = 23 fstep U of procedure]

2x=23+7
2x=30
x= 15 fst"p c of procedure]

.'. The number is 15. fstep d of procedure]
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